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1 important note
Remember to run the example in Listing 1 (Sec. 2) using the following

instruction on the bash terminal:

• ./out.x > OutStrings.txt

rather than the usual expression

* ./out.x

Above, “out.x” is the name of the compiled code in Listing 1 and “OuS-
trings.txt” is also a file name you may choose at your convenience1. The
instruction “· · · > OutStrings.txt” redirects the output of all the “print*,· · · ”
instructions in the source code from the screen to the file "OutStrings.txt".

2 automatic generation of output data files.
In this example I introduce character variables. In particular, the goal is

the automatic generation of data files. In other words, I make use of character
variables to automatically generate the name of the output data files. We
review the example of the Monte Carlo estimation of π for different values of
N = 102, 103, 104, 105. For any value ofN, we want to generate two data files
automatically. In these files we will store, respectively, the particles fallen
inside the unitary circle and the particles fallen outside. For this particular
example, we will end up with a total of eight data files. In principle we

1 I recall that when you compile a source code in Fortran, you should type on the bash terminal
the instruction:
gfortran -O3 SourceCodeName.f -o CompiledName.x
Here, I just used “CompiledName=out”
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could have defined them manually, however, the technique is particularly
useful when we need to define hundreds of data files, whose definition
by hand would take too much time. The Listing. 1 shows the code for
managing character variables, with an initial introductory part explained in
the comments. For more information on characters and strings you might
check the notes by Brooks [2009]. In the code, I also report an example of
variable declaration using the implied do, a topic which I will recall in future
examples. For now, just get its usage directly from the code written here.

Listing 1: The source code for the automatic generation of data–files

1

2 !********************************************************************
3 ! This example introduces the basic usage of the character variables

4 ! in Fortran. We Again refer to the Monte Carlo estimation of Greek

5 ! Pi (see https://www.giuseppeforte.me ), however, now, for any

6 ! value of the sample (N), we AUTOMATICALLY open 2 new data files:

7 ! one containing the coordinates (x,y) of the "particles"

8 ! fallen outside the unitary circle, one containing the coordinates

9 ! (x,y) of the "particles" fallen inside the unitary circle.

10 ! The data file are automatically generated using character variables

11 ! For more info about charcater variables see also the notes by Steve

12 ! Brooks: http://math.hawaii.edu/~dale/190/characters_formats.pdf

13 !********************************************************************
14

15 !********************************************************************
16 ! Author: Giuseppe Forte

17 ! First release: 26/05/2017

18 ! e-mail: giuseppe.forte@giuseppeforte.me

19 ! Website: https://www.giuseppeforte.me

20 ! License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0

21 ! International (CC BY-SA 4.0)

22 ! (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/)

23 !********************************************************************
24 program charac

25 implicit none

26 integer N(4)

27 integer i,k !dummy variables (for cycles)

28 integer Nin !counts the number of particles fallen in the

29 !unitary circle

30 real*8 x,y !two random variables

31 character(len=3) Jstr !character variable (length = 3)

32 character(len=4) Jstr1 !character variable (length = 4)

33 character(len=12)Jstr2 !character variable (length = 12)

34

35 character(len=*) :: output, InC,OutC !character variable:

36 !the length is automatically evaluated by the compiler,

37 !using the parameter instruction (see below)

38 parameter(output="Particle_")

39 parameter(InC = "InCircle")

40 parameter(OutC= "OutCircle")

41 character(len=24)dataA !character variable (length = 24)

42 character(len=25)dataB !character variable (length = 25)

43

44

45 N = (/(10**k,k=2,5)/) !IMPLICIT assignment of the values

46 ! to the vector N, look at the effect thanks to the

47 ! following "print" instruction

48 print*,"*************************************************"

49 print*,"Implicit Do assignment (row 45)"

50 print*,N

51

52 ! The above Assignment of "N" is equivalent to the two

53 ! following ones

54 i=1
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55 do k=2,5

56 N(i) = 10**k

57 i = i + 1

58 end do

59 !print*, N !print N if you whant

60 do k = 1,4

61 N(k) = 10**(k+1)

62 end do

63 !print*, N, !print N if you want

64

65 ! Now let’s print some character variables

66

67

68 print*,"*************************************************"

69 print*,"*************************************************"

70 print*,"Let us assign and print some character variables"

71

72 print*,"First, let us look at the content in the variables"

73 print*,"output, InC, OutC (rows 35 - 40)"

74 print*,"output=",output

75 print*,"InC=",InC

76 print*,"OutC=",OutC

77 print*,""

78

79 i = 28 !just pick up a number

80 write(Jstr,"(I3.3)") i !writes "i" as a STRING in the

81 !variable Jstr with the format "(I3.3)"

82 print*,"Now, let us see how the instructions of the type"

83 print*,’write(JstrX,"(IX.X)") i work (rows 79,85,80 & 93)’

84 print*,’write(Jstr,"(I3.3)") i’

85 print*,"Jstr = ", Jstr

86 write(Jstr1,"(I4.4)") i !writes "i" as a STRING in the

87 !variable Jstr1 with the format "(I4.4)"

88 print*,’write(Jstr1,"(I4.4)") i’

89 print*,"Jstr1 = ", Jstr1

90 write(Jstr2,"(I8.8)") i !writes "i" as a STRING in the

91 !variable Jstr2 with the format "(I8.8)"

92 print*,’write(Jstr2,"(I8.8)") i’

93 print*,"Jstr2 = ", Jstr2

94 write(Jstr2,"(I12.12)") i

95

96 print*,’write(Jstr1,"(I12.12)") i’

97 print*,"Jstr2 = ", Jstr2

98 print*,""

99 print*,""

100 print*,"Finally, let us concatenate three strings:"

101 dataA = trim(adjustl(InC))//Jstr//".dat"

102 !string concatenation: look at the effect

103 dataB = trim(adjustl(OutC))//Jstr//".dat"

104 !string concatenation

105 print*,"dataA=",dataA

106 print*,"dataB=",dataB

107

108

109 open(unit=24,file="PiEstimate.txt",status="unknown")

110

111 write(24,*)"****************************************"

112 write(24,*)"****************************************"

113 write(24,*)"Approximated value of Pi from Wikipedia:"

114 write(24,*)"3.1415926535"

115 write(24,*)"****************************************"

116 write(24,*)""

117 write(24,*)""

118 write(24,*)"Below finds the Monte carlo Estimation of"

119 write(24,*)"Pi for different values N"

120 write(24,*)""

121 write(24,*)""
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122

123 do 100 i=1,4

124 Nin = 0

125 write(Jstr,"(I3.3)") i

126 dataA = trim(adjustl(InC))//Jstr//".dat"

127 dataB = trim(adjustl(OutC))//Jstr//".dat"

128 open(unit=11,file=dataA,status="unknown")

129 !creates a new file = dataA. This procedure

130 !is particularly useful when we need to create, for

131 !example, 200 data files. Opening them by hand, each one

132 !with a different name, could take days. Opening files

133 !automatically in a loop is much more easier

134 open(unit=12,file=dataB,status="unknown")

135 !creates a new file = dataB.

136 do 101 k=1,N(i)

137 call random_number(x)

138 call random_number(y)

139 if(x**2.0d0 + y**2.0d0.le.1.0d0)then

140 write(11,*)real(x), real(y)

141 Nin = Nin + 1

142 else

143 write(12,*)real(x),real(y)

144 end if

145 101 end do

146 write(24,*)""

147 write(24,*)""

148 write(24,*)"****************************************"

149 write(24,*)"N = ", N(i)

150 write(24,*)"Approx. Pi= ",

151 & real(4.0d0*dble(Nin)/dble(N(i)))

152 write(24,*)"****************************************"

153

154 close(11)

155 close(12)

156

157 100 end do

158 close(24)

159 ! and now .... look at the output ;-)

160 end program charac

3 a quick look at the output.
Let us quickly look at the output of the code in Listing 1. The first new

operation introduced is the one in row 45:

N = (/(10 ∗ ∗k,k = 2, 5)/) (1)

The above expression defines an implicit do statement and defines four num-
bers: N(1),N(2),N(3) and N(4) (indeed, from k = 2 to k = 5, we have four
steps), exactly as the length of the integer vector N (i. e. 4, see row 26). I
don’t comment more on such construct because I’ll discuss it more deeply
in future examples. For now, you might want to appreciate the effect of
such an assignment by looking at the screen output (row 50). Also, just
convince yourself that the assignment in (1) is equivalent to the assignment
you would get from the two equivalent assignments in rows 54–58 and rows
60–62.

The rows 67–105 show the basic usage of character variables and how to
concatenate them. Finally, the rows 122–156 evaluate π forN = 102, 103, 104, 105.
The inner cycle (label 101) evaluates such value for a fixed N and the outer
cycle (label 100) repeats the evaluation for all the values of N. In the outer
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cycle, I define every time two new data files, whose names are stored in the
character variables “dataA” and “dataB”. In particular we have

• Row 122, i = 1, the data files “InCircle001.dat” & “OutCircle001.dat”
are created ( instructions in rows 124–133);

• row 122, i = 2, the data files “InCircle002.dat” & “OutCircle002.dat”
are created ( instructions in rows 124–133);

• row 122, i = 3, the data files “InCircle003.dat” & “OutCircle003.dat”
are created ( instructions in rows 124–133);

• Row 122, i = 4, the data files “InCircle004.dat” & “OutCircle004.dat”
are created ( instructions in rows 124–133);
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Figure 1: From top left to bottom right (clockwise): the output files “InCircle00i.dat”
(black balls) & “OutCircle00i.dat (red balls) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) for different val-
ues of N are displayed. The blue curve marks the boundary defined by the

unitary circle x2 + y2 = 1

The data saved in the eight files automatically generated with the code in
Listing 1 are displayed in Fig. 1, while Listing. 2 shows the output written
in the file “OutStrings.txt” (see also Sec. 1). The last file defined in the main
program in Listing 1 is called “PiEstimate.txt”, whose content is shown in
Listing 3.

Listing 2: The output written in the file “OutStrings.txt” (cfr. Sec. 1)

1 *************************************************
2 Implicit Do assignment (row 45)

3 100 1000 10000 100000

4 *************************************************
5 *************************************************
6 Let us assign and print some character variables

7 First, let us look at the content in the variables

8 output, InC, OutC (rows 35 - 40)

9 output=Particle_
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10 InC=InCircle

11 OutC=OutCircle

12

13 Now, let us see how the instructions of the type

14 write(JstrX,"(IX.X)") i work (rows 79,85,80 & 93)

15 write(Jstr,"(I3.3)") i

16 Jstr = 028

17 write(Jstr1,"(I4.4)") i

18 Jstr1 = 0028

19 write(Jstr2,"(I8.8)") i

20 Jstr2 = 00000028

21 write(Jstr1,"(I12.12)") i

22 Jstr2 = 000000000028

23

24

25 Finally, let us concatenate three strings:

26 dataA=InCircle028.dat

27 dataB=OutCircle028.dat

Listing 3: The output file “PiEstimate.txt” (see the main program in Listing 1)

1 ****************************************
2 ****************************************
3 Approximated value of Pi from Wikipedia:

4 3.1415926535

5 ****************************************
6

7

8 Below finds the Monte carlo Estimation of

9 Pi for different values of N

10

11

12

13

14 ****************************************
15 N = 100

16 Approx. Pi= 3.11999989

17 ****************************************
18

19

20 ****************************************
21 N = 1000

22 Approx. Pi= 3.09200001

23 ****************************************
24

25

26 ****************************************
27 N = 10000

28 Approx. Pi= 3.11919999

29 ****************************************
30

31

32 ****************************************
33 N = 100000

34 Approx. Pi= 3.13944006

35 ****************************************
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